Once the towers and track are assembled:

**TRACK LAYOUT**

Adults should remove & discard rubber bands holding tracks together.

**NOTE:**

4 TOWER 4

Load the boulder into Thomas' cargo car.

2 HOW TO PLAY

**CONNECT THE ZIPLINE**

Start Thomas on his way to the upper TOWER 3 to the STOP position.

Set both STOP/GO switches in the STOP position. This will make assembly to together. This will while snapping move tab to the side Snap track to tower.

**NOTE:**

[Diagram of track layout with instructions]

- Keep hair away from wheels.
- To prevent entanglement, please keep these instructions for future reference as they contain important information.
- On "AA" (LR6) 1,5V x 1,5 "AA" (LR6)
- Unscrew and lift cover away from top of Thomas.
- Phillips screwdriver (not included)
- Unplug the electric motor from the battery pack. Enlist the help of an adult.
- Some parts may be loose when you receive this product, you will have to work together to assemble the track. Keep away from wheels.
- Unscrew the motors from the base. To prevent entanglement, please keep these instructions for future reference as they contain important information.
- The boulder is in the cargo basket, please the cargo basket down the zipline by lifting the hook.
- Send Thomas on his way.
- When Thomas gets to the top of the quarry, tip the cargo basket down the zipline into the cargo basket.
- Once the boulder is in the cargo basket, release the cargo basket.
- Once the boulder is in the cargo basket, release the cargo basket.
- NOTE: Adults should remove & discard rubber bands holding tracks together.